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LIFO UPDATE 
If you had called me personally to ask 'What's 

happening lately with LIFO that I need to know 
about?" ... Here's what I'd say: 

Just when you think things are sinking in, settling 
down and becoming a little clearer, new develop
ments come along that mElk~ life interesting again. 
The common theme in several articles,i., this quarter's 
LIFO Lookout is the difference of opinions on ques
tions that our clients think should have simple "yes" 
or "no" (or "one correct amount") 'answers. These 
questions affecting all" taxpayef'$ ., are particularly 
evident in the three articles dealing with C to S - and 
vice versa -conversions, combining LIFO pools, and 
whether or not replacement cost accounting is ac
ceptable for parts-type inventories. 

The other three articles reflect this theme in more 
specialized analyses of auto dealer LIFO information 
obtained under the Freedom of Information Act (i.e., 
the IRS' MSSP LI FO templates) and information now 
surprisingly more readily aVailable without even a 
FOIA filing (i.e., the IRS' new item listings). Notice in 
these articles how interconnected the detail in the 
IRS' MSSP- that's Market legment ipecialization 
frog ram -templates is with the detail in the "new item 
category" lists. Also, keep in miAd that the IRS' 
MSSP templates were the basis for many "rough 
justice" settlements andwere developed long before 
Revenue Procedure92~79"ahd the Alternative LIFO 
Method came along in 1992. 
#1. YEAR-END FINANCIAL STATEMENT 

LIFO CONfiORMllYBEQIiJIAIiMENT. This 
technical issue, one of tlie worst booby traps of all, 
continues to be discussed by the NADA with the IRS 
in an effort to save dealers (including a few specific 
dealers caught in thetraptightnow)frofli'losing their 
entire LIFO election and reserveS because they did 
not reflect LlFOintheir year-end financial statements 
to the manufacturers. 

The unclear status of the conformity issue -
including the posSibilItY, 0' a hard-line, retroactive 
interpretation afthe RegUlation by the IRS - clouds 
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the perception sndpossibility for joint problem-solv-
ing to work out auto dealer LIFO 

This conformity issue for dealers needs to be 
immediately in a responsible, reasonable 

way at a policy level by the Treasury/IRS. Until that 
happens; "progress" in any other LI FO areas can only 
be regarded as tentative. 
#2. CONFUSION OVER LIFO ASPECTS OF 

C TO SAND S TO <; CONVERSIONS. As 
further evidence of IRS audit activity ... and 
confusion ... over the LIFO "termination" aspects of a 
C to S conversion, one reader reports that during an 
audit, the IRS agent asked to see anew Form 970 for 
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CHANGES FROM C - S OR S - C STATUS: 
IT ONLY GETS WORSE FO~'i~IFO INVENTORIES 

When businesses using the last-in, first-out (LIFO) 
method for valuing their inventories decide to change 
either from C to S status or from S to C'status, they 
have to address potential tax problems related to 
their LIFO inventories. When the Tax Reform Act of 
1986 inverted the income tax rates, resulting in 
individual income tax rates falling below corporate 
tax rates and sim ultaneously repealed the General 
Utilities doctrine, adding a udouble tax" on liquidating 
businesses, taxpayers by the thousands switched 
their from C to status. ' , 

Several current developments highlight these 
LI FO problems, the related confusion, and the signifi
cant differences depending on wheth~r your answer 
is "yes" or "no" to what seem to be simple questions. 
These questions suggestthe need for clarification by 
the Treasury or by the IRS. More importantly, they 
suggest the need for tax advisors to CYA (that's 
Cover Your Assumptions), preferably in writing, when 
discussing the Implications of C to S or S to C 
changes with corporate clients. 

SWITCHING FROM C TO S STATUS 

The very first issue of the LIFO Lookout dis
cussed S elections as the "LIFO Trap of the Year" 
and indicated that when a C corporation elects S 
status and repays the income tax on its LIFO 
reserve ... the corporation hasnotterminated its LIFO 
election. Although this conclusion is not stated 
specifically in the Code, Regulations or any IRS/ 
Treasury pronouncement, it follows from a study of 
all other relevant materials. 

A reader recently wrote: "We presently have a 
client that is to be audited by the IRS. One of the 
requests made by the agent is to see our LIFO 
election after the corporation converted from C to S 
status. We were of the understanding we did not 
need to re-elect LIFO on conversion from C to S. We 
simply recaptured the reserves and began LIFO over 
again forthe first year as an S corporation. Do you know 
of any Regs. that would require a re-election of LIFO?" 

Our conclusion was the same as his: The LIFO 
election was not terminated on the switch from C to 
S. Other than for taxpayers switching before Decem
ber 17, 1987, Code Section 1363(d) provides for a 
recaptureof Income tax by having the C corporation 
add an amount equal to the difference between the 
value of Its inventory on the last day of its C election 
using the FIFO method and the value using the LIFO 
method to the other taxable income of the corpora-

tion for the last year that the corporation operated as 
a Ccorporation. The addltionaUax attributable to the 
LIFO reserVeh'lcome is thens'pread over 4 years, 
beginningwit~ the last C corporation year and ending 
with the third'S corporation year thereafter. IRS 
Announcement 88-60 (IRS 1988-15, 47) provides 
more information on how this additional tax should be 
computed and disclosed in the last income tax return 
(Form 1120) of the C corporation. 

Is it possible that the IRS agent who is now 
reql,lesting to see the Form 970 is simply misin
formed; or is the IRS testing a theory or position that 
the C corporation's LIFO election actually was termi
nated by the Selection arid that a new Form 970 was 
required to be filed in the first S year? There's a lot 
of revenue at stake on this issue. 

Schneider's Federal Income Taxation of Invento
ries conCUrs with the cOncluSion that the LIFO elec
tion of the C corporation was not terminated and 
points out sorne of the additional computational prob
lems resulting from the taxation of the LIFO reserve 
as a toll charge to elect S status. An article in the Tax 
Advisor, October, 1990 also discusses the treatment 
of LI FO Inventory reserves when converting from C 
to S status, along with illustrating a number of aiter
native computational approaches. 

If you have a client with LIFO inventories who 
switched from C to S, you have already taken a 
position one way or another on some of the problems 
about to be discussed which concern the computa
tional mechanics for continuing the LIFO election in 
the first S year. These computational alternatives 
arise regardless of whether you (1) rebased all of the 
prior C corporation LIFO layers into one single layer 
having an average LIFO index valuation or (2) rebased 
and retained the Identity of each annual layer - base 
plus increments remaining -by that same conversion 
factor. It would appear that the latter approach (i.e., 
that of retaining the individual year layer identities) 
would be advisable because of the possibility that 
future combinations of pools in a later year would 
produce more accurate layering results where spe
cific annual layers were tracked than the result ob
tained by having a single "one lump" layer of inventory 
as of the last C year. 

There is another major problem in continuing the 
LIFO election in the first S year if you simply started 
your LI FO index calculations again using 1.000 as the 
valuation factor on the first day of the first S year. 
Note that the. reader posing the question indicated 
that they "began LIFO over again for the first year as 
an S corporation." Starting over again from 1.000 

~ 
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Changes from C-S or S-CII! (Continued) 

would produce an incorrect result (probably under
stating the LIFO reserve) for dollar-value, link-chain 
LIFO users. Assume a link-chain LIFO election with 
a cumulative index at the end ofthe last C year of 1.6. 
Assume further that the 1.6 cumulative index had 
been developed over a 5 or 6-year prior period and 
resulted in a "net" or "weighted" revised LIFO index of 
1.4375 when the FIFO/current cost on the last day of 
the C year was divided by the inventory on that date 
expressed in base dollars. (This is the fact pattern 
illustrated in the TaxAdvisorarticle mentioned above.) 

Now assume that the inflation index for the first 
S year is computed to be 5%. If one simply "starts 
over" in the first S year with 1.000 at the beginning of 
the year and 1.05 at the end, then the effective/ 
cumulative inflation factor for the first S year is Simply 
5% (1.000 x 1.05). On the other hand, since the LIFO 
election continued in force with no modification (other 
than the restating of the LI FO valuation index), then 
the effective inflation rate for the first S year would be 
7.19%. This is determined by multiplying 1.05 times 
1.4375 which produces a cumulative index of 1.5094 
at the end of the first S year. From this 1.5094 you 
would subtract the cum ulative index at the beginning 
of the year or 1.4375 and this would result in a .0719 
effective inflation factor. 

::. .... :::.: 

A ';el~ted and P~SSibIY troubling error was made 
earlier this year by one of the speakers at the NADA 
Auto Dealer Tax Issues Workshop when he dis
cussed Revenue Procedures 88-15 and 92-20 in the 
context ofthe LIFO implications of a switch from C to 
S status. The speaker did not at all mention Section 
1363(d) and mentioned only these two. R~venue 
Procedures which relate to voluntary terminations of 
LIFO elections. These rules, in general, allow a 
spread period of not more than 6-years for the 
recapture of the LI FO reserve amount. Code Section 
1363(d) provides a significantly different tax conse
q uence if the LIFO reserve is no! terminated (and. we 
believe it is not) insofar as Section 1363(d) rE!qulres 
a computation of the additional tax, and the amount 
of the additional tax (not the amount of the LIFO 
reserve) is spread over a 4-year period beginning 
with the last C year. 

Two radically different consequences; not to 
mention the other different computational approaches 
discussed above. 

no reason J ~h6uid 
not and may not advocate an immediate recapture of 
tax on the LIFO reserves for corporations switching 
from S to C, especially where it is obvious that the 
change is being made "for income tax reasons." The 
Committee Reports explaining Congressional intent 
underlying Code Section 1363(d) state that C?n
gress "believes that LIFO method taxpayers, which 
have enjoyed the deferral benefits of the LIFO method 
during their status as a C corporation, should not be 
treated more favorably than their FIFO (First-In, 
First-Out) counterparts. To eliminate this potential 
disparity in treatment, the Committee believes it 
appropriate to require a LIFO taxpayer to recapture 
the benefits of using the LIFO method in the year of 
conversion to S status." Does a similar rationale apply 
when an S corporation decides to change to C status? 

even an 
overall sense of fairness to the general taxpaying 
public might seem to require such a recapture,. Wi.th. 
out recapturing the LIFO reserves when SWitching 
from S to C status, the individual taxpayers (in higher 
brackets after the switch from S to C) will be able to 
shift the burden of repayment of the tax on the 
recapture of LIFO reserves in to their " " t " 

status in order to beat the rate change may ask you 
whether or not or how soon they have to repay their 
LIFO reserves. Who will pay the tax? Will the 
shareholders personally, or will the corporation as an 
entity, eventually or immediately have to repay the 
amount of the LIFO reserve built up as of the date of 
the switch from S back to C? Or is the amount of the 
tax deferred the measure ofthe tax to be recaptured? 

see S - C; IT ONLY GETS WORSE, page 10 
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ACCEPTABILITY OF REPLACEMENT COST ACCOUNTING 
FOR "PARTS· TYPE" INVENTORIES 
HEADACHES, MORE WORK ... AND REFUNDS FOR MANY TAXPAYERS 

One currently brewing development may sur
prise thousands of businesses using replacement 
cost accounting for their parts-type inventories. Major 
users of replacement cost Include distributors and 
wholesalers of plumbing, electrical, heating, air con
ditioning, lighting and a long list of other suppliers. In 
addition, the development will affect thousands more 
using replacement cost accounting In some form for 
relatively small parts inventories. And many of these 
businesses may not even be using L1FOto defer their 
year-end taxes. 
::: .~: 

Here is the general fact pattern: Most busi
nesses do not value their parts-type inventories at 
year-end - or at any other time for that matter - by 
using specific cost or even perpetual cost accounting 
information. That is simply not practical. Instead" 
they use a replacement cost approach for valuing 
their inventories which consist of many thousands of 
items by reference to manufacturer price lists in 
effect at the end of the year or by reference to the 
most recent vendor invoice cost, regardless of the 
quantity purchased (and in some cases, even· re-
gardlessofwhethertherewere of that 
item the ' , 

" " 

It is our understanding that a Letter Ruling/TAM 
will soon be published involving a truck dealer's use 
of replacement cost for valuing Inventories which will 
eS,sentially knock out that accounting method and 
require that some other "actual" cost method be used 
instead. Upon publication under the Freedom of Infor
mation Act, this TAM will be thoroughly analyzed. 

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND 

Two IRS Letter Rulings/TAMs about 15 years 
apart seemed to recognize that many businesses by 
necessity use replacement cost accounting. How
ever, neither ruling addressed the acceptability of 
replacement cost accounting for valuing the inven
tory. In other words, they danced around that 
issue ... until now. 

In March, 1975; Letter Ruling 75031303508 in
volved ataxpayer who valued parts and accessories 
inventories using current repla~ment value as of the 
date the inventory was taken. The taxpayer justified 
this method as being necessary to avoid the addi
tional work involved if each item in inventory were 
separately costed from the vendor's individual in
voices. In focusing only on the increment valuation 
LIFO aspect, the IRS in this letter ruling allowed the 
taxpayer to value its current year costs for the parts 
inventory using current replacement values. 

In Letter Ruling/TAM 8906001 about 15 years 
later, one Issue was whether an auto dealer taxpayer 
could use the "replacement cost method" for valuing 
increments under the dollar-value LIFO method for 
its parts inventories. Although the question was 
clearly phrased, it was not clearly answered. The 
conclusion in the Technical Advice was that under 
the facts and circumstances of the case, the use of 
such method was not grounds for terminating the 
taxpayer's LIFO election with respect to the parts 
inventories. The holding in Letter Ruling/TAM 
8906001 was that although the taxpayer's use of 
current replacement cost for valuing its parts ending 
inventory may, in part, be a non-cost-based inven
. tory method, the use of such method was not grounds 
for terminating the LI FO election because of the facts 
and circumstances involved. 

In Letter Ruling 8906001, the taxpayer stated 
that its use of replacement cost accounting was a 
"rational, unbiased method, designed to accommo
date (the) underlying perpetual inventory system and 
should be accepted as a so-called 'other' increment 
valuation method" under the LIFO regulations. The 
taxpayer stated that it would be impractical to attempt 
to determine actual cost because of the stocking 
costs and warehousing which prohibited specific 
identification on a cost-effective basis. Citing indus
try-wide turnover, the taxpayer asserted that its 
ending inventory approximated current replacement 
cost notwithstanding the impracticality of specific 
identification. 

-4 
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Acceptability of Replacement Cost Accounting ... 

The technical analysis in Letter Ruling 8906001 
centers around the fact that the choice of the particu
lar alternative selected for valuing the LIFO Incre
ment has no determination on w~ether or not an 
increment will actually be computed. In other words, 
the choice of the increment valuation method affects 
only the determination of the LIFO carrying value of 
the increment. Since the issues in Letter Ruling 
8906001 were framed as specifically as they were, 
that TAM did not address the broader question of 
whether the IRS would recognize replacement cost
ing as an acceptable, overall inventory valuation 
method for tax purposes. 

Current audit issues may frame the issue more 
broadly by considering the specific language of Regu
lation Section 1.472-8(e)(2)(ii)(a) which requires that 
cost be determined by reference to "actual" cost. 
This should invoke recall of two general propositions. 
First, the fact that an accounting method is in accor
dance with GAAP does not necessarily establish that 
that method clearly reflects income under the tax law. 
Second, the fact that an accounting method has 
been conSistently applied, similarly, does not vali
date that method for income tax purposes where it 
fails to clearly reflect income (see Amity Leather 
Products, Thor Power Tool, Coors and other cases). 

Accordingly, the particular insistence now by the 
IRS that actual cost is the criteria which disqualifies 
the use ofreplacement cost approaches in parts-type 
inventories, and'thetechnical ballet interpreting regu
lations under Code Sections 471 and 472 may cause 
taxpayers using replaqement cost to determine/ap
proximate total current year cost to have to ' 
their accounti ,,' 

FURTHER LIFO TECHNICALITIES 
In the LIFO context, possibly all of the technical 

sparring necessary to resolve this issue will come 
down to whether the taxpayer elected on Form 970 to 
use the "double extension" method in Regulation 
Section 1.472-8(e)(2) or to use an "other" method for 
valuing the doUar-valuepools. Under the regulation 
cited above -8(e)(2),. specific n,Jles are provided for 
the double extension method. Under 472-8(e)(1), 
other methods are, referred to, but not given any 
special rules. Therefore, if a taxpayer had elected to 
use the link-chain method (and was covere~; under -
8(e)(1)), a case may be made that Regulation Sec
tions 1.472-2(b) and (c), are applicable. Under this 
interpretation, it would appear that a distributor or 
parts-type inventory taxpayer that had valued its pre
LIFO inventory at unit costs based on ,last vendor 
sheet prices or catalog costs or replacement costs 
would not be required to recalculate the last pre-LI FO 

(Continued) 

inventory at actual cost because Regulation Section 
1.472-2(c) provides that ''the actual cost of the aggre
gate (value of the last pre-LIFO year ending inven
tory, wh,ch constitutes the first year LIFO inventory) 
shall be determined pursuant to the inventory method 
employed by the taxpayer under the Regulations 
applicable to the prior taxable year with the exception 
that restoration shall be made with respect to any 
writedown to market values resulting from the pric
ing of prior inventories." 

The history of the Treasury LIFO regulations on 
this point (possibly going back to changes in 19W 
might support the position that actual cost does not 
necessarily mean original cost, except in the case of 
inventory that had been written down below original 
cost. In all other cases, the term "actual cost" could 
be taken to mean the cost aggregate used in the 
preceding year's clOSing inventory. This interpreta
tion would obviously "save" or rescue taxpayers from 
having to perform detailed computations which the 
IRS now seems to be trying to require. 

COMMON SENSE & PRACTICALITY 
VS. "TECHNICALITY" 
The use of "replacement cost" by entire indus

tries of distributors, wholesalers and retailers to the 
extent of their parts inventories has tremendous 
overall implications. One can only opine that this 
would be a classic opportunity for IRS technicians to 
try to consider what former IRS Commissioner Fred T. 
Goldberg, Jr. meant when he said in August, 1990 that: 

If the IRS prevails in its technical challenges to' 
the use of replacement cost instead of actual cost, 
there may be a lot of work and even more Forms 3115 
to be filed. Almost 15 Alan Silver said that 
" " '.: " ::;. : :.: 

Re'aders are'::invit~d to commerit o'n the i~P;i
cations to their clients as well as on the technical 
and practical merits for the use of replacement 
cost accounting for valuing parts-type inventories. 

* 



COMBINING DIFFERENT VINTAGE UFO POOLS 
COMBINING MULTIPLE LIFO POOLS WITH DIFFERING BASE YEARS 

AND "DISAPPEARING" BASE DOLLARS ••• 
EVEN THE AICPA MAKES MISTAKES 

When changes in LIFO methods or pooling are approved, transition year adjustments are usually required 
so that new LIFO reserve computations can be built upon the LIFO reserves as previously computed. One aspect 
of combining pools with differing base years and the concept of "disappearing" base dollars was covered in the 
March, 1993 LIFO Lookout in the context of auto dealers changing'to the Alternative LIFO Method who might be 
required to combine previously separate pools (i.e., by make) into one pool for new autos and one pool for new 
light-duty trucks. 

In reviewing the recently published AICPA Auto Dealership Engagement Manual, we note that it contains an 
example which Incorrectly illustrates the combination of LIFO pools with different base years. The example 
involves the combination of a pool with a base year of 1988 and a pool with abase year of 1987. In the AICPA 
Manual's example, the base dollars for each pool and the UFO value for each pool are simply added together 
when increments exist for the same year, with no further adjustment to reflect the difference in the purchasing 
power of the dollar in the base years of the two pools involved. So, be careful if you use the AICPAAuto Dealership 
Engagement Manual as a reference for combining LIFO pools with different base years because this example 
misinterprets the Regulations. 

The requirements for combining LIFO pools are found in Regulation Section 1.472-8(g)(2)(iv). This 
Regulation provides that (1) in combining pools having different base years, all base years subsequent to the 
earliest base year shall be treated as increments and (2) the base year costs for all pools having a base year 
subsequent to the earliest base year of any pool shall be redetermined in terms of the base cost for the earliest 
base year. The effect of the adjustments that must be made to restate the "base" costs in those later years will 
be to decrease the later years' equivalent "base" dollars to lesser amounts intended to be the equivalent of 
using the base date of the earliest LIFO pool as if it had been the starting point in the LIFO calculations for that 
"later pool." Hence, the "disappearing" base dollars. 

Stated another way, if all of the pools being combined as of the beginning-of-the-year of change did not come 
into existence at the same time, those LIFO pools that came into existence later reflect inflation factors that need 
to be "diluted" or cut back in order to restate all of the pools being combined as if they had one common base date, 
which is the earliest base date for any of the pools being combined. In a period of rising prices, the result under 
these circumstances is that some amount of "base dollars" will be LOST or DISAPPEAR as these later-vintage 
LIFO pools are restated to (the earliest) base year cost. 

The Regulation gives only a limited example showing how base year unit costs are to be (or may be) 
reconstructed or established in accordance with "paragraph (e)(2)" for each item in the pool using assumed costs 
per item in the context of double extension LIFO calculations. Due to the limited guidance in the Regulations on 
this matter, and to avoid the overwhelming - if not impossible - burden attendant with specific computations ~ 
1lmn for each ofthe "later base date" pools affected, the required reductions or adjustments to deflate later-vintage 
LIFO pools may have to be reasonably approximated. 

Under these circumstances, the reduction of "base dollars" for the "newer" pools being combined as of the 
beginning of the year of change may have to be estimated at x% per year, or the indexes could/may have to be 
adjusted by using dollar-weighting based on current costs of items in ending inventory, or some other reasonable 
approach may be used to reduce the base dollars in the later pools to make them comparable to the "base dollars" 
in the earlier pools. 

The moral is: Combinations of LIFO pools having different base years should not be treated as simple 
exercises in addition and division. The schedules on the facing page show the erroneous treatment per the AICPA 
Manual (Exhibit 9.902) and the correct result, assuming a 5% inflation factor adjustment. 
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POOL. TO IE CCIIIIIIED 1987 POOL 1988 POOL 
------------------------------------- -------------_ ... _------------------

LIFO VALUATION AND INVENTORY LAYERS 

CALENDAR YEAR 1987 
CALENDAR YEAR 1988 
CALENDAR YEAR 1989 
CALENDAR YEAR 1990 
CALENDAR YEAR 1991 

TOTAL 

CCIIIINED POOL 

BASE INDEX LIfO 
DOLLARS FACTOR VALUATION 

---------$300,000 1.0000 $300,000 
NIA NIA NIA 
NIA NIA NIA 

700,000 1.3000 910,000 
100,000 1.3780 137,800 

----------- -..... _-----. 
51,100,000 51,347,800 
•• =_:====== •• == ••••••• 

PER AICPA EXAMPLE - INCORRECT 

BASE INDEX LIFO 
DOLLARS FACTOR VALUATION 

---------NIA NIA NIA 
400,000 1.0000 400,000 
200,000 1.0900 218,000 
600,000 1.1m 706,320 
100,000 1.2478 124,780 

._ .. _------- --._---- .. --
51,300,000 51,449,100 
•• ==-=== ••• ===-======-

THE CORRECT WAY 
--------- .... _----------- .. ------------

LIFO VALUATION AND INVENTORY LAYERS 

CALENDAR YEAR 1987 
CALENDAR YEAR 1988 
CALENDAR YEAR 1989 
CALENDAR YEAR 1990 
CALENDAR YEAR 1991 

TOTAL 

BASE 
DOLLARS 

$300,000 
400,000 
200,000 

1,300,000 
200,000 

52,400,000 
•••• == ••••• 

INDEX 
FACTOR 

1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0900 
1.2433 
1.3129 

LIfO 
VALUATION 

$300,000 
400,000 
218,000 

1,616,320 
262,580 

52,796,900 
•••• = ••• ==: 

BASE 
DOLLARS 

5300,000 
380,000 
190,000 

1,270,000 
195,000 

.--------_. 
52,335,000 
======:==_ • 

TO RECONCILE: ADD BACK IILOSTII BASE DOLLARS: 
AT 51 REDUCTION fACTOR DUE TO DIFFERENT 
VINTAGE LIFO POOLS 

ORIGINAL BASE DOLLARS 

DETAIL CCIIIIIATION OF DOLLAR VALUE LIFO POOLS AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1991 * 

LifO METHODOLOGY: BASE INCREMENTS DECEMBER 31, 
LINK, CHAIN-INDEX BASE DATE -----------_ .. _-------.--

POOL YEAR 01101187 1988 1989 1990 
----------------- --------- ---------- ----------- -----------
OLD POOL 1987 

BASE YEAR COST $300,000 5700,000 
LIFO VALUATION 300,000 910,000 

NEW POOL 1988 
BASE YEAR COST $400,000 5200,000 $600,000 
LIFO VALUATION 400,000 218,000 706,320 

ADJUSTMENT TO REDUCE 
BASE YEAR COSTS ** (520,000) (510,000) (530,000) 

===-=-=:= =======-=== _==11:11:==:11:=. ========-== 
TOTAL BASE YEAR COST (A) 5300,000 5380,000 5190,000 51,270,000 

•••• = •••• -=_ .. _ .... .=-====:==. • •••••••• =-
TOTAL LIFO VALUE (B) $300,000 $400,000 5218,000 51,616,320 

••• _== ••• •••••• ==== ==s=c ••• =:= -= •••• == ••• 
RATIO OF (B) TO (A) 1.0000 1.0526 1.1474 1.2727 

.====.-== a ••• :===== ~========== •••••• ===-=. 

* COMPUTATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH REG. SEC. 1.472-8(G)(2)(iv). 

165,000 

52,400,000 
=========== 

1991 
-----------

5100,000 
137,800 

$100,000 
124,780 

(55,000) 
-=-=====-== 

5195,000 
•••• ======= 

5262,580 
••••••••••• 

1.3466 
=========== 

INDEX LIFO 
FACTOR VALUATION 

--_._----
1.0000 5300,000 
1.0526 400,000 
1.1474 218,000 
1.2727 1,616,320 
1.3466 262,580 

© --------.--
52,796,900 
============ 

TOTAL TOTAL 
BASE LIFO 

DOLLARS VALUATION 
-------_ .... - -----------

$1,100,000 
51,347,800 

51,300,000 
1,449,100 

----------- -----------52,400,000 52,796,900 
(65,000) =========== 

-------_ ...... 
52,335,000 
a •• a:_:==== 

** ADJUSTMENT TO RESTATEIEQUALIZE BASE YEAR COSTS; I.E., REDUCTION OF "BASE DOLLARS" FOR' NEWER POOL BEING COMBINED 
(AS Of 12/31/91) WHEN NEWER POOL (NEW POOL-1988) HAS BASE DATE SUBSEQUENT TO THE EARLIEST BASE DATE (1987). RATIO 
OF 1988 COSTS TO 1987 COSTS: ASSUMED TO BE .95 • REDUCTION FACTOR OF 51 (.05). ONE YEAR a 51 REDUCTION PER YEAR. 



COMPARISON OF IRS' "UNOFFICIAL" NEW ITEM LISTS 

• Information sources used in compiling lists, 

• Differences in information available at 
release dates, 

• Interpretation of "new item" definition 
language in Rev. Proc. 92-79, and 

• Minorvariations in item category breakdown. 

These reflect the differences that anyone 
using the Alternative LIFO Method will have 
in agreeing with ANY IRS list. 

The good news is that our lists are reasonably 
similar. Furthermore, many discrepancies are due to 
minor variations in item category breakdown (i.e., 
method of listing automatic and 5-speed item catego
ries with the same base price and extent of recording 
regionally specific market or value-priced editions). 

Other minor differences in our respective lists 
were traced to the different release dates of the 
compilations. The LIFO Lookout published new item 
lists with reference to calendar year-ends in order to 
provide time critical information to CPAs and dealer
ship controllers under tight deadlines for the release 
of financial statements and tax return filings. On the 
other hand, the IRS/MSSP lists were more "leisurely" 
assembled well after the fact and with the benefit of 
information not available until later dates. 

Even with all the additional time, the IRS still did 
not produce what we regard as error-free lists of new 
items for either the 1993 or the 1994 model years. 

We intend no criticism by this observation; it simply 
reflects the magnitude of the task - which ends up 
being subjective even for the IRS - and the difficulty the 
IRS has in getting basic information on a timely basis. 

The IRS classified all 1994 model year Toyota 
Supras as new items. However, the 1993 model year 
Toyot~ Supras introduced in May of 1993 were 
clearly new items due to a change in platform. Since 
the 1994 Toyota Supras had the same platform and 
model code as the 1993s, that would mean that the 
'94s should be treated as continuing items. In a 
similar fact pattern, the IRS/MSSP lists and ours 
seemed to agree that all 1993 model year Ford 
Rangers were new items. However, the IRS'listing 
of new 1994 Ford Rangers accounts for a major 
disparity between the our respective new item analy
ses of 1994 model year light-duty trucks. 

Another key difference in our respective new 
items lists was that of interpretation of the definition 
of a new item under Revenue Procedure 92-79. The 
IRS/MSSP lists seem to even more narrowly inter
Q!E....anv change in a vehicle (such as engine up
grade, transmission change, air bag, re-skinning), 
regardless of whether the model code and wheel
base changed, as a new item. For example, in the 
IRS/MSSP 1993 list, the Audi 100 Series changed 
the fifth digit of its model code. The only change to 
the vehicle was an addition of a passenger air bag, 
yet the IRS deemed the Audi Series 100 a new item. 

~ 

ONE TIMELY "OFFICIAL" LIST ... PLEASEI 

pricing information and the difficulty in collecting all nec
essary information, not to mention the need for consistent 
interpretation of Revenue Procedure 92-79, suggest that 
it is unproductive and grossly inefficient to have new item 
analyses performed on an individualized basis by every 
CPA and/or dealership. Furthermore, the proliferation of 
different lists presents increasing burdens and responsi
bilities for the IRS in monitoring compliance. 

Our analysis of the extent of the differences in 
comprehensive, responsibly compiled listings of new 
items suggests that it is now time for NADA and the IRS 
to work together to ·solve this problem" before even more 
confusion over ·new item lists· is generated. Otherwise, 
this confusion will grow and impair the usefulness of the 
Alternative LIFO Method for everyone. 

~VO~I~.4~'~NO~.~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*~~~~~~~~~~~D~e~F~i~IiP~P~S'~L~IF~O~L~O~O~K~O~UT 
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WHAT IS THE STATUS OF IRS/MSSP NEW ITEM USTS? 

IHSIM~iS"" new are on on as 
required by Rev. Proc.92-79. The IRS/MSSP listing for the firi1 calendar year (i.e., 1992) under Rev. Proc. 92-79 
is a more "f.inalized· listing of 1993 models. The IRS/MSSP listing for the second calendar yearl1993 involving 1994 
models was issued in "draft· form and is yet unpublished in final form. We are told that these ·unofficiallists· are likely 
to be revised as the result of our providing the IRS with information from actual invoices and manufacturer price lists. 
. ... ',.... " 

Comparison of "Unofficial" New Item Lists 

Additionally, the 1993 model year Mercedes-Benz 
300E sedan was treated as a new item by the IRS 
when the only change to the vehicle was an engine 
upgrade (a 2.6 to a 2.8 liter engine). 

Finally, a principal difference in our respective 
lists was attributable to the information used in com
piling the lists. The IRS/MSSP list used Kelley Blue 
Book as its exclusive source of information in com
piling its new items lists. Our LIFO Lookout new 
items lists were primarily based upon actual invoices 
and factoiy price and model information - and on 
Black Book as a secondary reference. Revenue 
Procedure 92-79 clearly requires the use of actual 
invoices. Does the IRS/MSSP'$ sole reliance on 
Kelley Blue Book information constitute adequate 
research sufficient to warrant adjustment on audit to 
more carefully computed LIFO indexes? 

In this regard, any name or description change of 
a vehicle, as listed in Kelley Blue Book and not 
necessarily as listed on the invoice, with very little or 
no change to that vehicle resulted in that vehicle 

(Continued) 

factory description of several vehicles as well as such 
vehicle's description in the Black Book remained the 
same from year to year. As a result ofthis additional 
information, the IRS may delete some of these 
vehicles from its new items lists. 

being treated as a new item on the IRS/MSSP lists. . :::: .: .. ::.,:::. . :::. ::. 
Anychange in the description of a vehicle (again, as The accompanying tables provide more inform a-
listed in Kelley BlueBool<) , from one year to ttile next tion on the comparisons. As explained above, differ-
automatically made such vehicle a new item by IRS ent types of comparisons involve different numbers 
analysis. Unfortunately, we have found that Kelley of item categories - ranging from one item category 
Blue Book is not always consistent from year to year to an entire model line. The difference in the num ber 
in listing item category information. In many in- of item categories which 'may constitute a compari-
stances, the LIFO Lookout was able to provide the son explains the reason that the difference between 
IRS with additional information showing that the the number of new item categories on the I RS/MSSP 

see COMPARISON OF IRS' "UNOFFICIAL" NEW ITEM LISTS, page 10 
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Comparison of IRS' "Unofficial" New Item Lists 

list and on our list does not equal the number of 
differences (comparisons) listed in the accompany
ing tables. 

To help maintain a perspective of the number of 
new items relative to the total item categories (i.e., 
new plus continuing items), consider the following 
from our LIFO Lookoutdatabase. BecauselQ1a[ item 
category information was not included as part of the 
IRS/MSSP lists, we are unable to compute compa
rable percentages according to the IRS. 

Our database for 1993 model year new autos 
listed approximately 600 total item categories of 
which approximately 120, or 20% were considered 
new item categories. Our database for 1993 model 
year new light-duty trucks listed approximately 550 
total item categories of which approximately 
14% were considered new item categories. 

',' " :~ll :. ',' . 

Our database for 1994 model year new autos 
listed approximately 660 total item categories of 
which approximately 180, or 27% were considered 
new item categories. Our database for 1994 model 
year new light-duty trucks listed approximately 500 
total item categories of which approximately 
17% were considered new item categories. : 

In comparing our respective 1992 year-end list
ings, we found our automobile pools to be in substan
tial agreement. However, in addition, the IRS list 
included about 40 more vehicles as new items ... 
principally due to the I RS' inclusion of many regional! 
value-priced vehicles. 

In comparing year-end 1992 light-duty trucks, we 
considered as new items about 20 trucks that the IRS 
did not...and the IRS'Ust about trucks as 
new items that we did not!... . "': 

How far into the detail should you go in determin
ing "item categories"? We've asked this question 
many times before, always indicating our under
standing that you have to go as far as possible. It is 
interesting to note that the IRS/MSSP lists displayed 
169 new light-duty truck item categories for 1994 
models compared to our 84. Ironically, the number of 
light-duty trucks analyzed as new items for the 1993 
model year was remarkably similar, with the IRSI 
MSSP listing 76 new item categories to our 74. The 

(Continued from page 9) 

1994 model year automobile new items present a 
similar, but not as pronounced, pattern. Here, the 
IRS lists 231 different 1994 automobiles as new 
items compared our 178. For the 1993 model year 
the IRS had 155 automobile new item categories 
compared·to our 119. Is it possible that this disparity 
in the number of new item categories is due to the fact 
thatthelRS'. list Or Isittime 
to \Aln"ft,'1 

We have provided the I RS/MSSP with informa
tion that proves that many of the vehicles that it 
initially considered as new items are, in fact, continu
ing items. The IRS has stated that it might delete 
some of the items on its lists that inal 
analyzed as new. 

If you used software or a LIFO 
y()ur LIFO calculations for 1993 and 

1994, you should call for information on how to deter
mine which item categories were treated as new items 
"by the software." * 

S-C: IT ONLY GETS WORSE 
(Continued from page 3) 

.::: 

Advisors contemplating switches either from C to 
S or from S back to C should be aware of these 
unanswered questions. Without further guidance, 
are these loopholes to be taken advantage of until 
they are closed? Are they "transactions" awaiting 
eventual recharacterization on audit by the IRS? Or, 
are they something else? How should clients be 
advised now in to these uncertain conse-

Vol 4 No.2 * De Filipps' UFO LOOKOUT 
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COMPARISON OF NEW ITEM LISTS LIFO 

LOOKOUT' DIFFERENCE IRS 

NEW ITEM DUE TO: NEW ITEM 

SUMMARY CATEGORY ABC 0 E CATEGORY 
~Lt)~'U)."'Y"~U""~Y«~A"h:i 

- -- --- - ~--------

EMBER 31,199,2 I ' 

INFORMATION KEY 

EXPLANATIONS 

(A) Analysis based on different information. IRS used only a secondary reference, KELLEY BLUE BOOK. 
LIFO LOOKOl)T used lists, actual invoices and BLACK BOOK. : 

(B) Difference in cut-off and release dates. IRS lists compiled continuously throughout model year. 
LIFO LOOKOUT lists cut off as of December 31 for new items. 

(C) Different interpretation of the definition of a new item per Section 4.02(5) of Rev.Proc. 92-79. 

IRS treated re-skinning, ANY change in model code, and ANY change in the vehicle 
matter how as a new item. 

(D) Similar Analysis; difference due to information available or breakdown 

of model 5 s 

(N/A) Make not included in analysis for current year. (1993 Makes: ACURA, INFINITI, 

JAGUAR,LANDROVER,LEXUS,PORSCHE,SATU~RiNg'mVmOiLViOm'E119i94~MgamkeEsl:llmmllllllllgmlllll 
~ -----------
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AUTOMOBILES 

LIFO 

LOOKOUT 

1993 
DIFfERENCE IRS 

LIFO 

LOOKOUT 

1994 PAGE 2 OF 3 
DIFFERENCE IRS 
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UFO Updata (Continued from page 1) 

the LIFO election. Why? ... The LIFO election made 
by the C corporation was never terminated by the S 
election, was !t? 

It seems evident, or so we thought, that when a 
regular C corporation changes its status to S, there 
is no termination of the UFO election - even though 
a recapture tax is paid and there is a basis adjustment 
to the LIFO inventories for tax purposes. 

Two radically different consequences; not to 
mention the $64 question: Is the business still on 
LIFO in its first S year? Are IRS auditors under the 
impression that the LIFO election terminates when 
an S election is made by a C corp? Is a NADA 
Workshop technical error related to, or evidence of, 
an IRS of 
another? 

, . 
:" ,:', " "':: The article on page' 2 
examines the confusion over LIFO inventories in Cto 
S and in S to C changes. 

#3. REPLACEMENT COST ACCOUNTING 
ANP PARTS-TYPE INVENTORIES. Another 

major problem is brewing for virtually all taxpayers 
who have inventories of a parts-type nature. As 
discussed on page 4, this includes thousands of 
wholesalers and distributors, as well as retailers, 
such as auto and implement dealers, who maintain 
inventories of parts and accessories for their major 
products. 

Standard industry practice, as well as GAAP, for 
such inventories generally recognizes that these 
diverse inventories may be valued at year-end by 
using the most recent price taken from the 
manufacturer's catalog, or the most recent price paid 
for that item, even though theoretically it might be 
possible to go back and do a detailed, perpetual-like, 
cost accounting for each individual item, were it not for 
the impracticality or prohibitively high cost of doing so. 

It appears the IRS does not agree and we have 
been asked by one reader, currently under audit, to 
seek your input and opinions on the use and accept
ability of replacement cost accounting for parts-type 
inventories. 

#4. IRS SURVEY: ARE you REAPY? It is our 
understanding that certain I RS districts will be Inten
sively reviewing dealer changes and computations 
to determine compliance with Rev. Proc. 92-79. 

, : 

The I RS is requesting copies of the tax return for 
the year of change, the Form 3115 and all attach
ments, rebasing computation$, by pool, prior years' 
LIFO SUlT1ni~r.i~~;~ndl~yeran~lyses(won't the Ser
vicelbe surprised when It sees what some of these 
prior year computations look like!), the dealer's in
voices for all vehicles in both beginning and ending 
inventories, applicable price lists ... and a whole lot 
more. Included in the list of documents to be pro
vided is a request for: "Section 263A workpapers." 

Apparently, after the Service completes its "re
view," the dealer will be notified as to whether its 
computations under the Alternative LI FO Method are 
(1 )in compliance, (2) substantially in compliance, (3) 
in compliance but do reflect material errors or (4) not 
in compliance, butthe dealer may be eligible for some 
relief under other applicable Revenue Procedures. 

So ... what do you think? Are you glad for more 
summer work? Will you advise the dealer to gather 
all of this information and provide it? Will these IRS 
"reviews" be conducted to any extent at the 
dealership ... or will they all be done by correspon
dence? What about the sheer effort, time and cost of 
copying all of these documents and invoices? And 
then shipping all of this information off to the IRS 
somewhere? What if any of it gets lost? And all ofthis 
will not constitute an IRS audit under Section 
7605(b)l. .. so, any other LIFO election perilS or con
formity problems will remain exposed. 

Right now, these requests are destined for deal
ers in the Los Angeles, Denver and Albuquerque 
districts. Then where ... or what? 

#5. IRS/MSSP USTIN(i OF "NEW" ITEMS. In 
connection with the determination of annual inflation 
indexes for automobile dealers using the Alternative 
LIFO Method, a list of new items for year-end 1992 
(i.e., substantially all 1993 models) was recently 
"released" by the I RS/MSSP. A second "preliminary" 
list of new items for year-end 1993 (i.e., substantially 
all 1994 models) was also released. These lists 
analyze 1993 and 1994 models as either continuing 
models or new items for LIFO computation purposes. 

Our article on this subject summarizes the re
sults of completely matching our 1992 and 1993 
year-end model lists with those "informally" released 
by the IRS/MSSP. This analysis followed extensive 
discussion with the I RS/MSSP to identify the reasons 
for the differences in our respective new item lists. 
These differences help sharpen the concepts/terms 

see UFO UPDATE .... page 20 
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IRS/MSSP TEMPLATES - HOW THEY COMPUTE INFLATION: 
EARLIEST ACQUISITIONS BEWARE .•• WE THINK THE IRS IS WRONG! 

Under a Freedom of Information Act filing, we 
recently acquired all ofthe I RS/MSSP's spreadsheet 
templatesfor computing LIFO inflation indexes, These 
spreadsheet templates - twenty-two diskettes in all
compute LIFO indexes for approximately fifty makes 
for the model years 1978 through 1991. Template 
computations are provided under either the "Earliest 
Acquisitions" or the ~Latest Acquisitions" method. 
These methods are two of the possible responses to 
Question 6 on the LIFO election Form 970 which 
relate to the mechanics for valuing LIFO inventory 
annual increments. 

Prior to Revenue Procedure 92-79, for many 
auto dealers these MSSP templates were the ve
hicles of destruction for incorrectly computed, sloppy 
or poorly documented LIFO calculations. Until the 
Alternative LIFO Method compromise became avail
able in September of 1992, many dealers and their 
CPAs who could not otherwise defend their LIFO 
calculations were forced to accept the arbitrary re
sults of these MSSP template "calculations." 

As a caution to anyone filing under the FOIA for 
these templates, in addition to the lengthy wait and 
expense, be aware that there are many obstacles in 
using the templates once you 'receive them. We 
believe we were able to overcome most, if not all, of 
these obstacles in analyzing and summarizing the 
templates. Although no segregated instructions or 
examples are provided with the diskettes, as part of 
our FOIA request, we also received a copy of the 
entire IRS/MSSP Manual: Auto Dealerships - Audit 
Techniques and Guidelines. 

This Manual provided limited instructions as to 
the operation ofthe LIFO index spreadsheets. Cop
ies of five exhibits/examples in the Manual were 
blanked out and "Refer to Kelley Blue BQ,PI<' was 
typed onto five barren pages. Certain files contained 
on the diskettes were apparently copied incorrectly 
(i.e., certain model years for some makes were 
missing - other model years were duplicated and 
certain files were listed on the diskette, but contained 
no readable information). 

Extensive clerical instructions including input 
procedure, matching of comparable vehicles, recon
ciliation of total inventory and other obvious com
puter functions are omitted from this summary 
because they are not necessary to understand the 
methodology the IRS uses in computing its inflation 
indexes for auto dealers. 

The instructions in the MSSP Manual relating to 
computing the LIFO inflation index using the IRS' 
"First Purchases Method (Earliest Acquisitions 
Method)" follow. The model year is the reference 
point or key in determ ining the years to be compared 
in computing the inflation index. "This index consid
ers an individual vehicle or option from the Model 
Year and compares the price of the same vehicle or 
option from the prior two model years. The in
crease in price, or inflation rate, is the basis of the 
First Purchases Method Index." For example, in 
computing the LIFO inflation index for a 1987 calen
dar year end (which would involve the 1988 model 
year vehicles), under the IRS' "First Purchases 
Method," the 1987 model year prices (which for the 
calendar year 1986 would have been the end-of-the
year prices) would be compared with the 1986 model 

. year prices (which for the calendar year 1986 would 
have been the beginning-of-the-year prices). 

.:: ':', .::: ,,;.:. 

example, 
as 1993.5 

model years or (2) "late" model year introductions 
such as 1994 models introduced "later" in January or 
February of 1994 rather than more traditionally 
introduced during the last few months of calendar 
year 1993. 

What about fiscal year taxpayers? Here the IRS 
provides that in the case of a fiscal year end which 
might have more than one model year in ending 
inventory, a sQparate index for each Model Year in 
ending inventory would be prepared on two separate 
spreadsheets using the above guidelines for com put -
ing the index. 

All pricing data utilized on the IRS' spreadsheets 
are from the Kelley Blue Book, New Car Price Guide. 
The manual states that this reference was selected 
by the IRS because, "the prices listed therein for 

see HOW IRS/MSSP TEMPLATES COMPUTE INFLATION ••• , page 16 
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How IRS/MSSP Templates Compute Inflation", 

'Dealer Cost' match, in most cases, the vehicle cost 
shown on dealer invoices. The invoices that do not 
match are de minimus (sic) in amount and are 
attributable to the priCing differences found in the 
various editions ... n This does not recognize that price 
changes occur throughout the year and pricing differences 
may be attributable to vehicles purchased from the manu
facturer at different times during the year. 

Although the use of the Kelley Blue Book might 
work well for dealerships under audit in California 
(where the initial thrust of the IRS Audit Initiative 
against auto dealers' LIFO calculations started and 
gained momentum), how applicable or accurate are 
prices in the Kelley Blue Book to actual invoices for 
dealerships elsewhere in the country? In numerous 
instances, we have found that information in the Kelley 
Blue Book was not very accurate and that it would not 
have been the best reference or source to use. 

The MSSP Manual states that: "If a model does 
not appear in the New Car Price Guide for any ofthe 
years sought to be measured(,) that model was not 
made in the measuring year. To allow the dealer 
credit for the full measuring period, for all items in 
ending inventory, these vehicles are aSSigned an 
indexof1.0000." It seems this sentence should more 
accurately read: ..... to allow the dealer HQ credit for 
the full measuring period, for all items in ending inven.
tory, these vehicles are assigned an index of 1.0000." 

Under the template procedure, an agent catego
rizes each invoice (in ending inventory) by item 
category and counts the number of invoices for each 
item category. "If a particular vehicle indicates more 
than one price when an examination ofthe dealer's 
invoices is made, use the last price of the year. This 
procedure will consistently account for the 
manufacturer's price changes from year to year." But 
will this procedure account for a dealer's true ending 
inventory mix? Also note that while an end-of-the
year price can't be adjusted, neither can a beginning
of-the-year price. The inputting of the quantity in 
ending inventory for each distinct vehicle (the only 
required input in this "program") triggers the spread
sheet to compute the IRS' "First Purchases Method 
LIFO Index." Every price is fixed in IRS 
"spreadsheetland" and once the quantity has been 
entered, all calculations are inflexible and automatic. 

The IRS/MSSP templates computing inflation 
under the "Most Recent Purchases Method" follow a 
similar pattern (i.e., model year is still the key) except 
that inflation is measured over the current year 
(instead of over the preceding year). For example, in 
computing the LIFO inflation index for a 1987 calen-

(Contlnyed from page 15) 

dar yearend (1988 model yeat) under the IRS' "Most 
Recent Purchases Method (Latest Acquisitions)", 
the 1988 model year prices (which for the calendar 
year 1987 correspond to the end-of-the-year prices) 
would be compared with the 1987 model year prices 
(which for the calendar year 1987 correspond to the 
beginning-of-the-year prices). 

CONCLUSION 

',' :", .:.'. 

Even the IRS' main Letter Ruling/TAM 8906001 
on auto dealer LI FO states that the choice of any 
particular alternative (for valuing an increment) will 
have no impact on the determination of whether an 
increment exists or on the determination of how large 
an increment or decrement is creat.ad when mea
sured at current-year . 

. . 
It's alarm ing to consider how the IRS' application 

of this double standard may have negatively im
pacted many dealerships under audit before the 
Alternative LIFO Method became available, as well 
as currently, especially for those who sim ply caved in 
to the IRS for financial or for other reasons. Using its 
"Earliest Acquisitions" templates, IRS agents au
dited and justified the settlement of hundreds of auto 
dealer LIFO cases using an incorrect theoretical 
assumption tantamount to a non-sequitur. How sad 
if the I RS' success in settling these audits was largely 
because the taxpayer's CPAs/advisors didn't know 
any better. 

Something - a sense of fairness (or an under
standing of basic LIFO concepts)? - seems to be 
missing from the overall picture. * 



HOW THE IRS COMPUTES INFLATION 
IF A DEALER DOESN'T HAVE ALL YEAR-END INVOICES 
In general, examining agents are told that aLi FO 

election may be terminated if the taxpayer fails to 
maintain adequate books and records. 
Procedure 79-23 contains this language. 

. ;:, ',': ,': 

is one reason why the Alterna
",,,,,.Tnr.n was so attractive to some dealers 

who knew they would not be able to produce year
end invoices if ever asked to do so by the IRS. 

The IRS' Market Segment Specialization Pro
gram (MSSP) Manual, Auto Dealerships - Audit 
Techniques Guideline, contains many warnings to 
agents about the need to be able toexpllcltly identify 
the vehicles and options compared in a given index. 
In other words, like item categories must be com
pared. The Manual states that ''the agent must be 
comparing the same items from year to year and 
demonstrate (that) he/she is comparing the same 
items. Failure to be explicit in the identification and 
comparability of the items may invalidate the index." 

.::: .:::: :;';:" :\:. \,' The 
any reason, year -end 

invoices cannot be produced, then the agent must 
evaluate whether or not an acceptable inflation index 
can be computed from the information that is avail
able. Acceptable alternative dealer information must 
include the number of units of each specific item 
category in ending inventory and the specific aggre
gate dollar amounVdealer cost of e.ach item category 
in ending inventory. Examining agents are cautioned 

to "make sure the taxpayer's records contain all the 
necessary comparability information before starting 
these procedures." 

::" '{' ';::::" .':;:: . 

.,', ,', 

.:::: .:::: ..... . 
(See article on page 15.) 

The IRS' "First Purchases Method" in effect 
compares models forthree consecutive model years 
in determining new items. For example, under the 
"one-of-each" assumption, at the end of calendar 
year 1993, a Lincoln/Mercury dealer would be deemed 
to have one of each 1994 model year Villager item 
category in ending inventory. Because the Mercury 
Villager was a new 1993 model year item, it would not 
have a comparable or corresponding model year 
1992 item. I n other words, the two model years being 
compared to compute inflation under the IRS' "First 
Purchases Method"would be 1993 models relative to 
1992 models. Therefore, in computing the "one-of
each" inflation index, the Villager new item catego
ries would be repriced at current cost. .and as a result, 
they would show no inflation for the current year. An 
even worse scenario would occur if the dealership 

see HOW THE IRS COMPUTES INFLATION, page 20 
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IRSIMSSP TEMPLATE FOR EARLIFSI' ACQUISITIONS COMPUTATIONS 

COW'UTATION OF INFLATION INDEX 
MAICE:HOIDA EARUEST 
TVPE:NJT08 ACQUI8ITlON 

YEAR OF VEHICLES: ,., METHClO 

TAXPAYER: 
TAX PERICD ENDING DATE: 

------------
I I ,., , .. , .. , '110 '110 INDEX , 
I , MODEL IICDEL MODEL , IICDEL IICDEL INCfIEAIE , 

I , .. , 1110 ,., ENDING uNIT EXTENDED , UMT EXTENDED 011 , 
I MODEL , MODEL MODEL INVENTORY cOsT coaT COST COST DECREASE , 
No NUMBER I NUMBER , NUMIIEfI I DEIICIIP1'IC»I INTI ... I --,--,--, , EDI34K EDI34L EDI34M , ChIc HIItchIIecIc 3D (4-8pcI.) 1.7 ... .00 1.7 ... .00 1.171.00 U71.oo 1.03H 
2 EE27IK EE27IL. EE27IM , ChIc wagon 4D (Mpd.) ", • .00 1"'.00 8,771.00 1.771.00 1.01. 
3 EE8IK EEaIIL EEIIIM , ChIc wagon 4D (AulD) ...... .00 ...... .00 ''''.00 ''''.00 1.oaD1 
4 EE47IK EE47IL EE47IM I CI.4WD wagon 4D IMPel.) 1G,371.GO 10,371.00 10 .... .00 10,54l.QO 1.0114 
Ii EE4IIK EE ...... EE4IIM ChIc 4WD wagon 4D (AutI») 10 .... .00 10,ll8.GO 11.1 • .00 ,,,, • .00 ,'-
• EDI3IIK EDI3IL EDII8M ChIc DX HII.becIc 3D (WpcI.) 7.171.00 7.171.00 7,310.00 7,310.00 1.0211 

7 EDMIIK EDI4IL EDMIM ChIc DX HIItchIIecIc 3D (AulD) 7,Il00.00 7,Il00.00 1.131.00 1.131.00 1.0301 
I ED3MK ED3I4L ED3I4M ChIc DX ..... 4D (WpcI.) 7,111.00 7;'11.00 1,1124.00 1,1124.00 1.G2l'S 

• ED3MK ED3I4L ED3I4M ChIc DX ..... 4D (AutI») 1...,..00 1.571.00 1.114.00 1,114.00 1.0271 

'0 ED73IK ED73IL ED73IM ChIc 81 HII.becIc 3D (5-8pcI.) 1.4111.00 1.413.00 1.701.00 1.701.00 1.oat 
11 EDBK ED3IIL ED3IIM CI. LX ..... 4D (l-8pcI.) 1,127.00 1.127.00 1,Il2.00 1,Il2.00 1.G211 

'2 EDa.K ED3IIL ED3I5M ChIc LX ..... 4D (AutI») '.112.00 1.112.GO ',477.00 1,477.00 '.G401 
13 NONE ED4IIL ED4IIM CI. EX ..... 4D (l-8pcI.) '.473.00 ' •• 73.00 1.473.00 1 •• 73.00 1.0000 
1. NONE ED4IIL ED4IIM CI. EX ..... 4D (AutI») 10,oee.oo 10,oee.00 10,oee.oo 10,oee.oo 1.0000 
15 EDI3IK EDI3IIL EDI3IM ChIc CRX HI' H111Chbeck 2D (5-8pcI.) 7.510.00 7,510.00 7.173.00 7.173.00 1.G212 

11 EDI3IIK EDI3IIL EDII8M ChIc CRX HIItchIIecIc 2D (5-8pcI.) 7,113.00 7.113.00 7 ... .00 7",;00 1.0107 

17 EDI4IK EDI4IL EDI45M CI. CRX HIIt;hbecIc 2D (AulD) 1",.00 1",.00 •• 101.00 ' .,101.00 1.0131 

11 EDII3IK EDI3Il. EDIIi3IM ChIc CRX 81 HIIt;hbecIc 2D (5-8pcI.) '.210.00 '.210.00 ',410.00 '.410.00 1.01. ,. CAII58( C87I4L C87I4U ~ DX ..... 4D (WpcI.) ..... .00 ..... 00 10 ... .00 10 ... .00 1.l14li 

III CA5I2K C87I4L C87I4U ~ DX ..... 4D (AutI») 10 ... .00 10._.00 10 ... .00 10 ... .00 1.0577 

21 eM1. C8714L C871 ... ~ DX Coupe 2D (WpcI.) '.711.00 1.7".00 10.101.00 10.101.00 1.G414 

22 CMaK C87lML C8714M ~ DX Coupe 2D (AutI») 10._.00 10._.00 10,131.00 10,131.00 1.0511 

23 CAII53K C87I5L C87IIIM ~ LX ..... 4D (5-8pcI.) 11,111.00 """.00 12,111.00 12,111.00 ,-
14 CAIII3K C87I5L CB7II5M ~ LX ..... 4D (AulD) 12,423.00 12,.23.00 ,3.'.'.00 13.,.,.00 1.0571 

25 eM11K C8715L C871 ... ~ LX Coupe 2D (5-8pcI.) 12,331.00 12,331.00 12,343.00 12,343.00 1.oooa 

• CM25K C8725L C8725M ~ LX Coupe 2D (AutI») 12,152.00 12,1112.00 12,173.00 12,173.00 1.ooM 

27 NC*E NC*E CIII7IM ~ LX W .... ID (5-8pcI.) 14 •• 11.00 1 ••• 11.00 1 •• .,1.00 14.111.00 1.0000 

• I NC*E NONE C8II5M ~ LX W .... ID (AulD) 15.241.00 15,241.00 15.241.00 15,241.00 1.0000 

:II NONE C875IL C87IIM ~ EX ..... 4D (5-8pcI.) 13 ... .00 13 .... 00 13 ... .00 13 ... .00 1.0000 

30 NC*E C87IIL C87I5M ~ EX ..... 4D (AutI») , ..... .00 , ..... .00 14 .... .00 , ..... .00 1.0000 

31 NC*E C8711L C871 ... ~ EX Coupe 2D (5-8pcI.) 13.771.00 13.771.00 13.771.00 13.771.00 1.0000 

32 NONE C87111l C872IM ~ EX Coupe 2D (AutI») 1 •• 401.00 1 •• 401.00 1 •• 401.00 1 •• 401.00 1.0000 

33 NC*E NONE CIII7IM ~ EX W .... SO (5-8pcI.) 11.011.00 1I,oee.oo 1I,oee.oo 1I,oee.oo 1.0000 

34 NONE NONE CIIIIIM ~ EX W .... SO (AulD) 11.711.00 1 •• 711.00 11.711.00 11.711.00 1.0000 

35 NONE NONE CB7IIM ~8E""'(AuID) 11.711.00 11.711.00 11.711.00 11.711.00 1.0000 

• NONE 1IM12L 1IM1 .. PNIude 2.G 81 Coupe 2D (5-8pcI.) 12,153.00 12,153.00 12,153.00 12,153.00 1.0000 

37 NONE IIA422L IIA422M PNIude 2.G 81 Coupe 2D (AulD) 13.1 •• 00 11,1 • .00 13.183.00 11,1 • .00 1.0000 

31 1IM1. 1IM13L 1IM1. ........ 81 Coupe 2D (WpcI.) 1 •• 250.00 1 •• 250.00 14.250.00 ' • .2110.00 1.0000 

31 1IM23K 1IM23l 1IM23M PNIude 81 Coupe 2D (AutI») 14 ... .00 , .... .00 '.,110.00 '.,510.00 1.001. 

40 1IM14K 1IM14L 1IM1 ... PNIude 81 .WS Coupe 2D (Mpd.) 15 ..... 00 15 ..... 00 15 ..... 00 15 .... .00 1.0000 ., 1IM24K IIMI4L IIMI4M PNIude 81 4WS Coupe 2D (AutI») 11.107.00 11.107.00 11.1 • .00 11.1 • .00 1.0013 

42 NONE 1IM15L 1IM1'" ........ 81 ALB Coupe 2D (l-8pcI.) 15,512.00 15,512.GO 15.5I2.GO 15,512.GO 1.0000 • 
43 NONE 1IM25L 1IM25M PNIude 81 ALB Coupe 2D (AulD) 11.212.00 1I,212.GO 1I.212.GO 1I,212.GO 1.0000 

I 
I TOTAL 43 ...... .00 101,550.00 1.01. •..•.....••••••.••...• . ....... ....... ....... ....... 

- , ... NIO/Oft 1110 MOOEL UNIT COST NOT AVM./IBU. VEHICLE NOT 
PRODUCED IN , ... NIO/Oft 1110, CREATED AN INDEX OF 1.0000. 



IRSIMSSP TEMPLATE FOR LATEST ACQUISTIONS (MRP) COMPUTATIONS 

COMPUTATION a: INFlATION INDEX 
MAKE: HONDA LATEST 
TVPE:AUT08 ACQUISITION 
YEAR a: YEHICI.. ,., 

METHOD 

TAXPAYER: 
TAX PEIUOD ENDING DATE: 

----- ----- -----I I ,., 1880 1880 I ,., ,., INDEX 
I I MODEl MODEl MODEl I MODEL MODEl INCREASE 
I 1880 ,., I ENDING UNIT EXTENDED I UNIT EXTENDED OR 
I MODEl MODEl I INVENTO COST COST I COST COST DECREASE 

No. I NUMIIEII NUMIIEII DESCfUPTION I UNlT8 I fIOtal 
1 __ - I 

1 I EDI34I.. EDI34M Civic Hatchbeck 30 (4-8pd.) 5,171.00 5.1171.00 I 8.385.00 8.385.00 1.0IIII3 
2 I EE27IL EE271IM CIvIc W..,. 40 1$-8pcI.) 8,778.00 8,778.00 I 8.883.00 1,803.00 1.0247 
3 I EEaIIIIl EElIIeM CIvIc Wegon 40 (AutIo) ',_.00 ',_.00 I ',881.00 '.881.00 1.0225 
4 EE47tt. EE4781ooi1 CIvIc 4WD W..,. 40 1$-8pcI.) 10,548.00 10,548.00 I 10,785.00 10,785.00 1.02011 
5 EE488I. EE ..... CIvIc 4WD W..,. 40 (AutIo) 11,1 •• 00 11,1 •. 00 11,385.00 11,386.00 1.0113 
8 ED835L ED835M Civic DX Ha1CtllMlCk 30 I$-Spd.) 7,300.00 7,3f1O.oo 7,1182.00 7,512.00 1.02lI0 
7 ED84IIl. E0845M Civic DX Hatchbeck 30 (Auto) 8,135.00 8,135.00 8,330.00 8,330.00 1.0235 
8 ED354l ED354M Civic OX 8ecIan 40 1$-1Ipd.) 8,024.00 8,024.00 8,283.00 '.283.00 1.0323 

• ED354l ED .... CIvIc DX 8ecIan 40 (Auto) 8,814.00 8,814.00 11,073.00 11,073.00 1.02114 
10 ED738L ED738M CIvIc 81 Hatchbeck 30 I$-Spd.) 8,708.00 8,708.00 8,_.00 8,_.00 1.02111 
11 ED3I55L I ED3I5IIM Civic LX 8ecIan 40 1$-8pcI.) 8.882.00 8,182.00 ',141.00 11,141.00 1.02112 
12 ED385l I ED385M Civic LX 8ecIan 40 (AutIo) 11,477.00 11,477.00 11,735.00 11,735.00 1.0273 
13 ED488I. I ED45eM Civic EX 8ecIan 40 1$-8pcI.) 11,473.00 11,473.00 11,732.00 11.732.00 1.0273 
14 E04eIL I ED4I8M Civic EX ..... 40 (Auto) 10,088.00 10,088.00 10,327.00 10,327.00 1.0257 
15 EOe3IIt.. I EDe35U CIvIc CAlC HF Hatchbeck aD 1$-8pcI.) 7,773.00 7,773.00 7,880.00 7.11f1O.00 1.02711 
1. EDI3IIL. I ED835M Civic CAlC Hatchbeck.aD 1$-8pcI.) 7,_.00 7,_.00 '.215.00 8,215.00 1.0271 
17 EDI45L. I ED845M Civic CAlC Hatchbeck aD (Auto) ',508.00 8,508.00 8,725.00 ',725.00 1.0255 
18 EOt38L I EDt3IIM CIvIc CAlC 81 Hatchbeck aD (5-Spd.) 11,480.00 11,480.00 11,804.00 11,804.00 1.0247 
111 C8754l I C8754M AcconI DX ..... 40 (5-Spd.) 10,_.00 10,_.00 10,773.00 10,773.00 1.03lI0 
31 C87I4L I C8784M AcconI DX 8ecIan 40 (Auto) 10,1180.00 10.1180.00 11,403.00 11,403.00 1.0387 
21 C8714l I C8714M AcconI DX Coupe aD (5-Spd.) 10.311.00 10,311.00 10,805.00 10,805.00 1.03118 
22 C8724l I C8724M AcconI DX Coupe aD (Auto) 10,831.00 10.831.00 11,235.00 11.235.00 1.0373 
23 C87&Iil I C8755M AcconI LX 8ecIan 40 I$-Spd.) 12,511.00 12,511.00 12.1115.00 12,1115.00 1.0323 
24 C8785L I C87111iM AcconI LX 8ecIan 40 (Auto) I 13,141.00 13,141.00 13,545.00 13,545.00 1.0307 
25 C871eL I C8715M AcconI LX Coupe aD (5-Spd.) I 12,343.00 12.343.00 12,747.00 12,747.00 1.0327 
211 C87211l I C872IIM AcconI LX Coupe aD (Auto) I 12,1173.00 12.1173.00 13,377.00 13,377.00 1.0311 
27 NONE I C8II75M AcconI LX W..,. 50 I$-SpcI.) I '4."8.00 14,'18.00 '4."'.00 14,818.00 1.0000 
211 NONE C8III8M AcconI LX W..,. 50 (Auto) 1 I 15.241.00 15.241.00 15.241.00 15.241.00 1.0000 
a C87II8L C87I8M AcconI EX ..... 40 I$-Spd.) 1 I 13,l13li.00 13.l13li.00 14,3511.00 14,3511.00 1.0301 
30 C87a C87eeM AcconI EX ..... 40 (Auto) 1 I 14,5111.00 14,5111.00 14,Il10.00 14.Il10.00 1.0_ 
31 C8711L C8711M AcconI EX Coupe aD I$-Spd.) I 13,771.00 13,771.00 14,1111.00 '4,"'.00 1.0305 
32 C87_ C872IIM AcconI EX Coupe aD (Auto) I 14,401.00 14,401.00 14.'21.00 14,'21.00 1.02112 
33 NONE C8t71M AcconI EX W..,. 50 I$-Spd.) 18,088.00 ,',088.00 18,oee.00 18,oee.00 1.0000 
34 NONE C8II8IM AcconI EX Wagon 50 (Auto) 18,718.00 18,718.00 18,718.00 18,718.00 1.0000 
311 NONE C87eeM AcconI IE ..... (Auto) ",711.00 ",711.00 18,711.00 18,711.00 1.0000 
38 BMUL BMI2M ....... 2.0 81 Coupe aD I$-Spd.) 12.553.00 12.553.00 12,783.00 12,783.00 1.0187 
37 BM221 BM22M ....... 2.0 81 Coupe aD (Auto) 13,183.00 13.183.00 13,3113.00 13,3113.00 1.0150 
35 BMI31. BMI3M ....... 81 Coupe aD 1$-SpcI.) I 14,250.00 14.250.00 14,853.00 14.853.00 1.0283 

• BM23L BM23M ....... III Coupe aD (AutIo) I 14,180.00 14.eeo.00 15,283.00 15,283.00 1.0271 

40 BMI4l BMI4M ....... 8I4WS Coupe aD I$-Spd.) I 15,41&.00 15,41&.00 15,750.00 15,750.00 1.0183 
41 BM24l BM24M PNIucIe 81 4WS Coupe aD (Auto) I 18,1211.00 18,1211.00 18,350.00 18,350.00 1.0158 
42 BMleL BMI5M ....... III AlB Coupe aD I$-Spd.) I 15.1182.00 15.582.00 15,1180.00 15MO.00 1.0243 
43 BM2IIl BM2IIM ....... 81 AlB Coupe aD (Auto) I 1 ",2'2.00 18,212.00 18,5110.00 18.5110.00 1.0233 

I I--
I TDtaI I 43 508,580.00 518,243.00 1.0231 ....... ........ ......................... . ..... ----... . ...... . ...... .. __ .... 

- 1880 MODEL UNIT COST NOT AVAlLA8I.E. VEHICLE NOT PRODUCED 
IN 1880, CREATED AN INDEX a: 1:0000. 
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LIFO Update 

"item" and "new item" in Rev. Proc. 92~79.lll 
addition, they highlight the need for timely/early 
publication of a more standardized and "official" new 
item listing. 

'6. WHAT AUTO DEALERSREALLV NEED IS A 
TIMELY ISSUED,COMPREHENSIVE 
UNIFORM OFFICIAL LIST OF NEW ITEMS. 

This should be obvious to everybody: CPAs, Deal
ers, NADA and the IRS ... both MSSP/Audit and Na
tional Office branches. Enough said herell ... for 
more, see article on page 8. 

'7. POSSIBLE REVISIONS OF THE 
ALTERNATIVE LIFO METHOD 
& REVENUE PROCEDURE 92-79. It is our 

understanding that the National Office is conSidering 
revising and updating Revenue Procedure 92-79 to 
provide additional clarification in some interpretive 
areas. We have submitted thoughts and specific 
suggestions to the I RS for consideration in this regard. 

lCoQSiOuedfrom page 14) 

Overall, Revenue Procedure 92-79 has been a 
significant Improvement over the previously unpre
dlctable'and inconsistent state of affairs. Hopefully, 
modification and further interpretation of Revenue 
Procedure 92-19 at this timewlllcbntinue the com
mendably reasonable and realistic approach taken 
by the National Office in dealing witht.his extremely 
complicated UFO applicatiQn. We:beUeVe that there 
is good evidence that the IRS needs to better coor
dinate'\several facets of Revenue Procedure 92-79. 
These include the annual, timely release of listings of 
new items and realistic, equitable, remedial proce
dures for taxpayers attempting to use the Method. 

'8. IRS LOOKING ATUSEDYEtflCLE LIFO. Since 
the March issue, two readers in different cities have 
indicated thatthe IRS is aplivelylooking attheir LIFO 
computations for used vehicles. Apparently, the IRS 
is in an extensive information-collecting mode. At 
this time, there is nothing specific to report. * 

HOW the IRS Compytes Inflation", Without year-End Inyolces (Continyed from page 1 Z) 

were a Uncoln/Mercury franchise only and it used a 
separate light-duty trucks pool for LIFO purposes. In 
this case, the inflation index for the light-duty trucks 
pool would be 1.000 for calendar years 1993 and 
1994 under the IRS' "First Purchases Method". De
pending on a particular manufacturer's number of 
new item categories for the previous two years, the 
IRS' "one-of-each" approach could be extremely 
disadvantageous for some dealers. 

What if a taxpayer/dealer refuses to accept the 
compromise "one-of-each" approach offered by the 
IRS? Then, according to the MSSP Manual: "If the 
taxpayer is unwilling to agree to the use of this 

method, the agent may want to com~ider revoking the 
dealership's LIFO election or disallowing the re
serves, due toa lack of necessary record keeping that 
would enable the Service to compute or verify the 
computation of the LIFO reserves." 

Note that after 1991 a dealer electing to use the 
Alternative UFO Method should always be able to 
produce year-end invoices for years under the Alter
native LIFO Method. Why? Because in order to 
receive permiSSion to use the new method, the dealer 
must agree, in advance, to save all year-end new 
vehicle invoices. 
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